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Budget Ninja Presents... 

Fairwell  
on Android, IOS, and Web Platforms 
Professional, Friendly, Be Fair. 

Have a trustee old friend who forgot to pay you owed money? No need to               
keep on asking. We created an easy money payment tool just for you that              
allows you to send out friendly reminders while tracking down all your            
transactions, all-in-one. 

 

App Overview 
We welcome you the opportunity to resolve debt        

amongst your friends with this intelligent mobile       

payment tool: Fairwell. The algorithm in the current        

development of this app is designed to calculate        

and keep track all money transactions in an        

organized manner.  

Features 

- Easy access to uploading user photo, name        

change, password, etc. 

- Check your current balance and statement history.        

Track resolved/unresolved statements  
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- Simple to add statements: select who from your added pool of friends, enter description,               

$ amount owed, deadline to owe by and voila!  

- Interactive well-designed icons to choose from for transaction description 

- Other option features: choose amongst split/percent/individual paying modes, option to           

attach photo of receipt as proof of expense 

- If a friend hasn’t met deadline, friendly reminders/notifications are to be sent in timely               

fashion.  

- Other fun features... to be later developed :).  

 

Conclusion: 
- Register an account through Facebook, Google+, or        

simply create an account with Fairwell. 

- Email invitation for your friends to join this useful          

tracking tool technology 

- Due to security purposes, all sort of transactions are          

done by users themselves. Paypal payment system might        

be implemented in the near future. 

Why Fairwell? 

- Easy to use 

- Friendly design for all users to help keep track          

transactions 

- Don’t have to do the calculations yourselves: We do it all            

for you! 

Check out our webpage at: budgetninja.github.io 

 

 

 

 


